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Teamson Home Dawson Contemporary Narrow Wooden Floor Storage Cabinet with Door, Gray

EHF-6834G




            
       10 reviews  












                            Regular price
                        
                        
                          $129.99

                        
                        Sale price$75.99
/
                      
Shipping calculated at checkout.
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        	STYLISH NARROW FLOOR CABINET: Features a classic gray finish with cross molding on the glass-paneled door and a clear knob for an elevated and stylish addition to your space
	ADJUSTABLE STORAGE: Fixed and adjustable shelf provide customizable storage, and the compact single-door design can be used in narrow spaces in the bedroom, bathroom, or in any room around the home
	MADE WITH DURABLE ENGINEERED WOOD: Constructed from durable MDF that is easy to maintain and clean to provide long-lasting style and organization
	EASY ASSEMBLY: Easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions and all of the hardware needed for installation are included for quick assembly so you can start using it right away
	EFFICIENT SIZE: Measures 13" x 15" x 32" to provide efficient storage, and it can be purchased alone or with other items from the Dawson collection for a cohesive look

               
    





    
        
            
                Overview
                
                    
                
            
            
                
                    
                        Upgrade your home storage while adding classic decor with the Teamson Home Dawson Contemporary Wooden Narrow Floor Cabinet. This decorative cabinet features a gray finish with cross molding on the glass-paneled door and a clear knob for an elevated and stylish addition to your space. The included fixed shelf and adjustable shelf help to reduce clutter and keep your home tidy, and its compact single-door design can be used in narrow spaces in the bedroom, bathroom, living room, or in any room around the home. Constructed from durable engineered wood, this floor cabinet is built to provide you with long-lasting organization. Easy, step-by-step instructions and all of the hardware needed for installation are included for quick assembly. Purchase this stylish cabinet alone or with other items from the Dawson collection for a cohesive, updated look. The Teamson Home Dawson Wooden Floor Cabinet with Cross Molding measures 13" x 15" x 32" to provide accessible storage without taking up too much space in your living area or bathroom.

Teamson is a global lifestyle home designs brand bringing joy into every home through beautiful, quality pieces made for stylishly comfortable everyday living.  Teamson Home is our flagship brand continuing our tradition of beautiful high-quality designs including versatile indoor and outdoor furniture, bathroom furniture, indoor and outdoor lighting, and outdoor heating and décor.
                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
          
            Dimension & Care
            
              
            
          
            
                
                    
                        
                            Product
                        

                        	Dimensions: 13.0x15.0x32.0 in
	Weight: 27.24 lb(s)


                    
                    
                    
                    
                    

                        
                        Shipping Item 1
                        

                        
                
                        	Dimensions: 33.25x15.75x6
	Weight: 30.23 lb(s)


                    
                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                Assembly Guide
                
                
                
            
            
                
                    
                        Teamson Home Dawson Contemporary Narrow Wooden Floor Storage Cabinet with Door, Gray
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     Customer Reviews
    






   
 Based on 10 reviews
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       C 
         
     CATHLEEN      
    
 Perfect Elegant Home Fashions - Teamson Home Dawson Floor Cabinet With One Door-Grey . This is very nice for a small area , I put it in my bathroom and wow it's perfect .Love the color and easy to assemble very sturdy .

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    s 
         
     sm314      
    
 Very Sturdy, Pretty Piece I was so excited to get this because of the neutral gray color that would match almost any room in my house. The color is true to the photo so I was very pleased about that. The product seems very sturdy and the pieces are thick and substantial. The design is classic and minimalistic so it seems like it will be a good fit even as the decor in my home changes.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    l 
         
     leslie38847      
    
 grey Cabinet This cabinet is so cute.. Fairly easy ro assemble.nice and sturdy . It is perfect for storing towels in the bathroom or spices in the kitchen. However I decided to store my make-up and Skin and hair care products in my bedroom.. It the perfect size its for small to medium.spaces.. I really love this cabinet . I wouldn't mind buying a couple more for the bathroom and kitchen .. These cabinet are a must have if you neee extra storage and the are.very stylish

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    M 
         
     Medterrie      
    
 Beautiful Just finished assembling this and it is absolutely perfect for my space. The cabinet is the perfect size and it enhances the color scheme in my bathroom. It has great storage and will definitely be a great piece for any room. It is heavy and sturdy.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    l 
         
     ljdixon22      
    
 Great for storing things Love this cabinet. Looks really nice in my bedroom and has two adjustable shelves that allow me to store things in it. I have my towels in it and it's perfect for that or clothes or just whatever you may need storage space for. Easy to put together and very nice piece of furniture.
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          Teamson Home Dawson Contemporary Narrow Wooden Floor Storage Cabinet with Door, Gray
Regular price
              $129.99
              Sale price$75.99
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